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Abstract

In the framework of the minimal SU(5) model of Georgi and Glashow

the explicit couplings between the various mass eigenstate Higgs bosons

and the gauge fields as well as the Higgs boson self couplings are pre-

sented. As an application bounds for the parameters of the Higgs potential

and for the Higgs boson masses are derived by applying partial wave

unitarity to the tree graphs of Higgs-Higgs scattering.
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1. Introduction

During the last years there has been a remarkable interest in Grand

Unified Theories (GUTs) [l], theories which attempt to describe the strong,

weak and electromagnetic interactions classifying all elementary fields

with one unified simple gauge group G. While at laboratory energies the

strong, weak and electromagnetic coupling constants differ from each other

widely, it is assumed that at a mass scale of O (101G GeV) they all unify

into the same coupling constant of the unification group G-

In order to be consistent with present day low energy phenomenology

which is widely believed to be a spontaneously broken SU(3) * SU(2) x u(l)
C L

gauge r.heory it is first supposed that at some very large mass scale of

O (1016 GeV) G is spontaneously broken down to SU(3) x SU(2) x u(l).
C L

Finally at the mach lower mass scale of 0 (1O2 GeV) the theory is assumed

to brOf-Jc down further to SU(3) x U(l) leaving only color and the electro-

magnetic charge conserved as suggested by experiment.

One of several prices to be paid in GUTs for the unification is that

j.i) general many new particles as well as many unknown parameters have to

be introduced: first of all to each generator of the unification group G

there corresponds a gauge field, secondly the spontaneous symmetry breaking

of G requires many Higgs bosons in general, some of which obtain ultra

hj.gli masses. It is then the Higgs boson potential where the unknown para-

meters are involved.

The purpose of this paper is twofold: considering a grand unified

model the couplings between the various mass eigenstate Higgs bosons and

the various gauge fields as well as the various Higgs boson self couplings

are in principle given in the Lagrangian, however in general it is quite

a difficult task to extract them explicitly. In this paper we want fire,t

to discuss the minimal SU(5) model of Georgi and Glashow [2] in this respect,

crying to give insight in the complexity of the couplings between the low

iiiacs particles (well known fron, the Salam Weinberg model [3]) and the new

sup'irheavy particles., We will give a short review on the SU(5) modal, then

present in appendices 1, 2, 2, 4 the calculations for the trilinear and

quarcic coupli: gs between Higgs bosons and gauge bosons as well as the



corresponding Higgs boson self couplings in lowest order of perturbation

theory. As an example we use in the second part of the paper the principle

of tree unitarity to find bounds for the constants of the Higgs potential

[4], [5]: Tree unitarity, closely related to the validity of perturbation

theory, is applied to Higgs + Higgs •+• Higgs + Higgs transitions in the

tree approximation at very high energies s » m 2, (Higgs mass)2. We get
x,y

constraints for the effective self coupling constants, depending on 5

primordial Higgs couplings, which can easily be turned into upper bounds

for the Higgs boson masses.

2. Couplings of Higgs Bosons and Gauge Bosons in SU(5)

At the beginning we shortly want to review the minimal SU(5) model

of Georgi and Glashow [2], concentrating mainly on the Higgs sector of

the theory. The minimal Higgs system they use involves an adjoint 24

representation <S> to break SU(5) down superstrongly to SU(3) x SU(2) *U(1)

and a fundamental 5_H (similar to the Salam Weinberg model) which causes a

further weak breaking to SU(3) * U(l). Imposing for simplicity a discrete

symmetry $•»•-$ the most general Higgs potential of degree 4 takes the

form

V = V($) + V(H) + V($,H) (1)

where

V($) = - -7 vi2 Tr($2) + ~ a(Tr($2))2 + ~ b Tr $"* (2)
£• Q £,

V(H) = - -5- v2 HfH + ~ X(HfH)2 (3)
A *t

V($,H) = a HfH Tr(*2) + 3 Hf<i>2H , (4)

and $ is given by

24 a
26 . (5)

**>



7he vacuum expectation values and the pattern of symmetry breaking are

obtained by studying the absolute minimum of the Higgs potential V and

consequently one is interested in the unbroken subgroups of SU(5) left

after spontaneous symmetry breaking. These will depend on the direction

of <? and H and not on their norms, hence one has to minimize

i b Tr ̂  + ß Hf$2H (6)

keeping Tr $2 and H H fixed. It was shown that the desired symmetry break-

down together with the stability of the potential is realized for [6], [7]

15a -f 7b > 0 , b > 0 , X > 0 , ß < O . (7)

v2

Additonally the breaking of SU(5) ->• S U ( 3 ) x U ( l ) needs ~-§• to be small
G D ŷ

[7], which in our case for a hierarchically small value of v2/v^, b at

lease of O (OGUM) [8]/ [9] and 0 bounded by unicarity (see section 3)

cercainly is fulfilled. We want to emphasize that b! needs not necessarily

be smaller than b.

Starting off with a Lagrangian containing elementary gauge and scalar

fields we have in the following to extract the physical mass eigens täte

gauge and Higgs fields. This is done in a straightforward way [6], [1O]

by diagonalizing the mass matrices of the vector bosons and of the scalar

fields; finally in order to dispose of superfluous degrees of freedom

most conveniently the unitary gauge is chosen, which amounts to setting

to zero the Goldstone components of the scalar fields.

Thus the 24 gauge bosons V of SU(5) split into an octet of color

gluons G (a = I/...8), which remain massless as the photon A, further

into the weak gauge bosons W~, Z and finally into 12 colored superheavy

gauge bosons XT, Y~ (k = 1,2,3). Their masses are given by

and up to corrections of 0(v2) by

25 , ,



Turning to the physical (mass eigenstate) Higgs bosons, one obtains the

usual Salam Weinberg Higgs boson K, which presumably is the only light

Higgs boson in minimal SU(5) , and the following superheavy Higgs bosons:

An uncharged color octet H0 (consisting of H , a = 1/...8), a charged
i ± ' -color triplet H (k = 1,2,3) , an uncolored but charged H and finally the
JC ,

uncolored and uncharged H 1 and H". Their mass spectrum reads

m2 - I AV2 _ 2- §1 V2 j_v 2 (IQ«'* 3ß)
2 <

"fe ~ 2 AVo 20 ̂ Vo 10 Vo 15a + 7b (10)

and up to (uninteresting) corrections of O(v2)

•i, -*1**'** "s"2 '"'
ra2,, = 15av2 -f- Tbv2 (12)

m2 = - f 3v2 . ' (13)
k

To obtain the rich structure of the various couplings between the

Higgs bosons and the gauge bosons we expand the "kinetic energy" part of

the Lagrangian

^cin " in + Lkin (14)

L^. = ± tr O« - i f [TV,*]) (3$ - i | [TV,*]) (15)
K.LI1 £, £. t, \

" l O - i TV)H|2 (16)

in the above mass eigenstates. Being interested in the physical Higgs boson

self couplings as well (see next section) we subsequently transform the

Higgs potential V in a similar manner. 'Ihe voluminous results of the cal-

culations are presented in the appendices 1, 2, 3, 4.



3. Unitarity Bounds

In this section we uant to apply the principle of tree unitarity to

find upper bounds on Higgs boson masses [4], [5]. If we consider a partial

wave amplitude for a 2-particle scattering process, require the validity

of perturbation theory and apply partial wave unitarity,we easily find

that the absolute value of the tree graph partial wave amplitude has to

be (much) less than 1. A violation 'of this tree unitarity bound would cause

higher order contributions to the scattering amplitude to be of similar

magnitude as the lowest order one in order to reestablish the unitarity

of the full theory. Thus the breakdown of perturbation theory and the

appearance of a strongly coupled theory would be unavoidable. It is well'

known [11] that spontaneously broken gauge theories fulfil tree unitarity

insofar as the correct high energy behaviour of the scattering amplitudes

is concerned. However, the scattering amplitudes which have right asymp-

totic behaviour need not necessarily be small'so that the tree unitarity

bounds serve to find constraints on unknown parameters, which in our case

will be a, b, X, a, ß of the Higgs potential V.

We will concentrate for simplicity on scattering processes of the type

Higgs -f Higgs •> Higgs + Higgs at very high energies, s » (Higgs mass)2,

ro 2, where only contact graphs have to be taken into account so that up

to trivial factors the scattering amplitudes are given by the quartic

Higgs selfcoupling constants (see appendix 4). The most relevant unitarity

constraints for the zeroth partial waves then imply the following relations

|a + b| < 8 ~ (17)

c

|XJ < 32 y (18)

|a| < Sir (19)

|ß | < 16TT (20)

and

|l5a *- 7b| < 40TT . (21)



The constraints (17), (18) and (21) were given by the elastic scatterings

of H1, H and H", respectively; (19) was obtained from1 couplings of the

type H+.K~. -»• H+H~, H'H1 or H3H£ •* HH; (20) followed from the scattering

of two color octet and two color triplet Higgs bosons. All the other Higgs

couplings cause weaker constraints than those given above or are for our

purpose of no interest so that they will be ignored. r Using (7) and (17) -

(2O) we obtain the following unitarity bounds for a, b, A, a, 0:

~ < a < 8 , (22)

O < b < Sir (23)

0 < A < 32 y (24)

j a j < Sir (25)

- 16ir < ß < O . (26)

Tnere are arguments [8], [9] that all the Higgs couplings are of order

£ ? „ . at the unification point and we see that the unitarity bounds (22)o JM
(26) are well above this value. It is now very easy to turn these bounds

with the help of (1O) - (13) into upper bounds on the Higgs boson masses

and ue get

m.?<^-7Tv2 (27)
*1 *3 O

it -T-fi-H-'T "2 (?8>O H

mir < 40 ̂  (29)

< 20 w2 . (30)

These mass bounds mean the following: if the Higgs masses were comparable

or greater than the corresponding critical values in eqs* (27) - (30) the



interactions among these'Higgs bosons would become strong at energies

above their masses and higher order effects would necessarily become

important.

A driving point in our study was the question how severely tree ]

unitarity would restrict the value of the mass of the color triplet Higgs
+ i '
H . The point is that in proton decay in addition to the decay modes
K.

mediated by X, Y-exchange one might expect contributions from H exchange.
K.

The ratio of the two decay widths is approximately given by [6]

' m1* m1*
F(p -s- £ + any) "k W

K.

so that a very small upper bound on |ß| would give relevance to H ex-
KL

change. With (30) we could check that this is not the case, as we have

With

,00,

\ 8

We see that mH may lie in such a range that the ratio of the decay
k

widths (31) could be small. In this respect we can conclude that neglect

of H. exchange in proton decay is consistent with our unitary bounds on m
kIt is interesting to note that a stronger bound on ß (respectively

on m.. can be obtained simply by requiring positivity of the Salam Weinbero
Bk

Higgs mass mi From (10) and (7) we then have

- / • — h A < ß < 0 (33)

and inserting the unitarity bounds for b and X we get

- • y - / 3 i r < ß < 0 „ (34)

Having required positivity of the tree level expression for m one might

ask whether radiative corrections to (34) are important. But as it was



shown in [9] the effect of gauge boson loops on m is such that the form
H

of (10) is unchanged, the Higgs parameters however receiving O(a?, )
GUM

corrections. Thus we see that in our case, where the parameters are

taking the critical values (23), (24), the radiative corrections can be

neglected and we may expect (34) still to be relevant.

The bounds on mH and $ • will still be refined, by taking care of the

energy dependence of the SW Higgs boson coupling constant X: Demanding A to

fulfill (24) in the whole energy range up to m one has to consider the
GUM

unstable character of the renormalization group equations, obeyed_bv X.

By this an improved bound for X at the energy scale v can be found [12],

which has to be used in (27) and (34) and which is approximatively given by

8 -j (35)

So we have

(36)

which leads to

mx,Y 1
in ^ 4
Hk

We see that although the lower bound on the ratio of the heavy vector

boson mass to the color triplet Higgs mass was raised by a factor of 2

our conclusions concerning the neglect of Hk exchange still remain unchanged.

4._ Conclusions

Grand unified theories are a fascinating and appealing way to unify

electromagnetic, weak and strong interactions. Phenomenology in these

checries usually is hindered by an excess of Higgs bosons and gauge bosons,

jfn the first part of this work We presented for the minimal SU(5) model



of Georgi and Glashow the explicit calculations for all trilinear and

quartic physical Higgs boson and gauge boson couplings.

In the second part of this paper we applied partial wave unitarity

to the tree graphs of Higgs-Higgs scatterings and derived bounds on the

parameters a, b, X, a, ß as well as on the Higgs boson masses. We checked
± ' ' ' '

that neglect of the color triplet Higgs H contributions to proton decay

is consistent with the upper bound we found for m '. ,'-
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Appendix l

In the appendices we use the following notation: S =
15a + 7b'

d , are the usual SU(3) coefficients; xf, are tt
abc ik

matrices.

f , and d , are the usual SU(3) coefficients; xf, are the Gell-Mann
abc abc ik

Trilinear Couplings between Higgs Bosons and Gauge Fields from L .

a) SW-Higgs, SW-gauge bosons

~ v g2 H Z Z + — v g2 H W+ W~ . ,s o 2 o

b) SW-Higgs and superheavy gauge bosons

-- 106) + v g 2 H 3 - loö)

c) SW-Higgs , superheavy Higgs and superheavy gauge bosons

j g E [i(3H~)Y^ + b.c.] + ~ g (3H) (iH* Y^ + h.c.)

d) Superheavy Higgs bosons and gluons

g f Ha(3Hb)GC - [ i O H A H~ + h.c.]G

e) Superheavy Higgs and SW-gauge bosons, superheavy gauge bosons

g [3iH fOH~) + iH,+ (3H") + h.c.]A -- ~ g [5iH+(8H~) - i
k k 2/10

h.c.lz --- — v g2(H^Y~ + h.c.)Z + gH'[i(3H~)W+ + h.c.] +

+ g ( 3 H ' ) (iH+W~ + h.c.) * — v g2(H^ xT W+ + h.c.)

f ) Superheavy Higgs and superheavy gauge bosons

g2 H a(YXY- + x ) + - v g2 H -
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-?5_ v g2 H"(Y.+Y~ + xjJxT) - f v g2(H+yV + h.c.)
2i/30 k k * K k^

Appendix 2̂

Ouartic Couplings between Higgs Bosons and Gauge Fields from /.,_ .i ™ — " ......... ---- JC3.il

a) SW-Higgs, SW-gauge bosons

|g2(H)2W+W~ + ~ g 2 ( H ) 2 Z 2 .

b) SW-Higgs, superheavy gauge bosons

c) SW-Higgs, SW-gauge bosons, superheavy gauge and superheavy Higgs bosons

-7— g2HA(Y~H* + h.c.) -- — g2HZ(Y~H^ + h.c.) + — g2H(W~X^H~ -1- b.c.).
4 fc k k 4/10 k k * k

d) SV?-Higgs, gluons, superheavy gauge and superheavy Higgs bosons

2
-̂HGa(Y7 Xa, H* + h.c.) .4 3 3k k

e) Superheavy Higgs bosons and gluons

f) Superheavy Higgs bosons, gluons and SW-gauge bosons

g2 H+ X* H~ Ga A + -i- g2 H+ Aa, H~ Ga Z .
3 3k k

g) Superheavy Higgs bosons and SW-gauge bosons

f gViM^ AA + i 2Z - - AZ) 4 g * i i JÄ + zz



-i- -- g2H' (H+W~ + h.c.)A -- — g2H' (H+W + h.c .)Z
2/Tö"

•f g2[H+H~ H- (H')2]wV~ - j g2[(H+)2W~W~ + h.c.] .

h) Superheavy Higgs bosons and superheavy gauge bosons

~

13
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Appendix 3

Trilinear Self Couolinqs between Higgs Bosons from the Higgs Potential v

a) Involving SW-Higgs bosons

v H H+H~[- f-(5a+9b)6 + 2a + ß] +o 5

4. _ — 3 V^H H'H"t- j£-(10a-10a-3ß) + 0 - y - ]

+ \ VoH(H')2[- |(5a+9b)6 + 2a + $ + -j^ -|-] +

' 5 + VoH K t - (5a+4b)6 + a ]

ß -

+ — — v(H)2H"(10a+3ß)- ~ v (H)3[9-|- + 6(lOa+3ß)<5 -
2/30 °

b) Superheavy Higgs bosons

v(H')2H"(5a+9b) + -- v H"Hana(5a+4b) + -- v H"HH~( 15a+2ß) 4-
/3Ö

v H"H"i"H~(5a+9b) + -̂ - v(H") 3(l5a+7b) + v̂ " b v d
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Appendix 4

Quartic Self Couplings between Higgs Bosons from the Higgs Potential V

a) Involving SW-Higgs Bosons

^ a(H)2HaHa + - X(H)2H*H~ + ~(H)2H+H~(2a+g) + — - 4MH)
2H'H" -f

2 4 k k i

(H)2(H')2(2a+ß) + - - ( 3ß) + -

b) Superheavy Higgs bosons

aH+H~HaHa + ZKH'^VH" + (H + ) 2 (H~) 2 (a+b) + |(H')2HaHa

K K ^

•J- (H ' ) 2H+H~(a+b) + -^-(H' ) 2 (H") 2 (5a+9b) + -^(H1 ) 4 (a+b)

— b d H^t^H" + 2$. H»H+A a H~Ha + -^-(H'')2HaH
: Dk k 10

|-(H")2H+H~(5a+9b) -;-

Ha Ha
 H; H" + I X H* H" Hj H"


